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ONE-PUNCH 
MAN VOL. 14

STAR WARS
THRAWN 

ALLIANCES

DRAGON BALL 
SUPER VOL. 3

ONE PIECE 
COLOR WALK 
COMPENDIUM

MY HERO 
ACADEMIA 

VIGILANTES 
VOL. 1

ROMEO AND 
JULIET

GrauS
NeWs

DEMON SLAYER 
KIMETSU NO 
YAIBA VOL. 1

FIRE PUNCH 
VOL. 3

KENKA BANCHO 
OTOME VOL. 2

SLEEPY 
PRINCESS IN 
THE DEMON 

CASTLE VOL. 1

STAR TREK 
PROMETHEUS - 
THE ROOT OF 

ALL RAGE

ALIEN:
THE COLD 

FORGE

POKEMON 
ADVENTURES 
BLACK 2 & 

WHITE 2 VOL. 2
PB        $14.99

DIARY OF AN 
8-BIT WARRIOR 

BOOKS 1 & 2
PB        $14.99

POKEMON 
EARLY 

READERS
PB        $9.99

TEEN TITANS
ACTIVITY BOOKS

PB        from 
$5.99ea

ARE YOU 
SCARED 

DARTH VADER?
HB        $19.99

STAR WARS 
5 MINUTE 
STORIES

PB        $19.99

ULTIMATE 
SPIDER MAN
POWER PACK
HB        $39.99

MOVIE NOVELS ASSORTED PB        $9.99ea

AVENGERS 
STORYBOOK 
COLLECTION
HB        $19.99

MARVEL HERO 
LEGENDS BOX SET

HB        $99.99

SCI-FI

MARVEL KIDS

k IdS!    GAMING!   more!   
ARCHIE’S BIG BOOK 
VOL. 4*
PB        $29.99
Take a magical trip down 
Storybook Lane with this 
collection of the best 
fairy tale stories ever told 
in Riverdale! From glass 

slippers to giant beanstalks this classic 
collection includes hours of entertainment!

SUPER LATE BLOOMER
Julia Kaye
PB        $22.99
Instead of a traditional 
written diary, Julia Kaye has 

always turned to art as a means of self-
reflection. So when she began her gender 
transition in 2016, she decided to use her 
popular webcomic

Pop Culture
STAR WARS ORIGAMI
PB        $39.99
The ancient craft of origami 
meets the intergalactic 
world of Star Wars! 
Combining precision and fun 
the elaborate folds allow you 

to make 60 starship and character paper 
models. Included are 100 origami colour-
printed sheets.

FROM “SUNBEAMS” TO 
SUNSET AUSTRALIAN 
COMIC BOOKS
Graeme Cliffe
HB        $49.99
This book is the culmination 
of  twenty years of research 
and comprehensively details 

the history of the Australian comics medium 
like never before. This volume will be the one 
that Australian comic historians of the 
future - and those of today - will turn to.

MINECRAFT MASTER 
BUILDER WORLD TOUR
Joey Green Jonathan & 
Davey
PB        $15.99
A step-by-step guide to 
creating your own amazing 
Minecraft masterpieces. Full 

of fascinating Minecraft facts, figures and 
trivia, this is a step-by-step player’s manual 
to help children aged 9+, build incredible 
masterpieces from around the world.

THE ART OF MAGIC 
THE GATHERING - 
DOMINARIA
James Wyatt
HB        $57.99
Dominaria has weathered 
one apocalypse after 
another and emerged into a 

time of rebirth and renewal. In these pages, 
lavishly illustrated with the award-winning 
art of Magic: The Gathering®, you can step 
into the world where it all began.

GUIDE TO 
WRITING COMICS
Andy Schmidt
PB        $39.99
While it is true that there 
is no set way to write a 
comic it is equally true that 
someone learning to write 

comics needs structure. That’s where this 
book can help

HOMESTUCK
Andrew Hussie
HB        $36.99
A silly girl naps by her 
flowers. It is quite likely that 

she is about to - or already has, or will forget 
and then remember to - engage in a variety 
of silly antics involving pumpkins, rifles, 
narcolepsy, precognitive prognostication, 
dream selves, haunting bass solos, and an 
ageless, near-omnipotent pet dog.

STAR TREK LOST 
SCENES
David Tilotta
HB        $59.99
This book is packed with 
hundreds of never-before-

seen colour photos of the world’s ultimate 
sci-fi series. Professionally restored images 
are used to chronicle the making of the 
series, reassemble deleted scenes, and 
showcase bloopers from the first pilot 
through the last episode.

STAR TREK THE 
OFFICIAL POSTER 
COLLECTION
PB        $29.99
In 1966, Star Trek dared to 
boldly go where no man had 
gone before, launching one of 
the one of the most beloved 

and longest-running sci-fi franchises of all 
time. This official poster collection includes 
32 removable posters featuring imagery 
from the iconic series and movies.

THE SERENITY 
HANDBOOK: FIREFLY
Marc Sumerak
HB        $45
Featuring in-depth techical 
blueprints, personal 
mementos, and quippy 
commentary from Mal, 

Kaylee, and the rest of the crew, The 
Serenity Handbook dives deep into the heart 
of the beloved Firefly and celebrates the 
series’ legacy. 

HARRY POTTER WANTED 
POSTERS JOURNAL
Notebooks        $19.99
Show your love for the 
magical world of Harry Potter 
with this collectible set of 
three pocket notebooks, 
each with a unique design 

based on a famous character’s Wanted 
Poster from the films. Choose your favourite 
design or collect them all!

ART OF COLORING
POSTER ART OF THE 
DISNEY PARKS
PB        $26.99
This collection of postcards 
features original vintage 
illustrations from Disney 
parks around the world. 

Color in the cards and bring to life gorgeous 
attraction posters featuring the Haunted 
Mansion, Pirates of the Caribbean and more.

DO YOU LOOK LIKE 
YOUR DOG?
Gethings Gerrard
Cards        $24.99

Pair up the dogs with their owners in this 
hilarious card game. Fifty cards depict fun 
photographs of the dogs and owners

CLOCKWORK LIVES
HB        $45
Marinda is a woman 
with a quiet, perfect life. 
When Marinda’s father 
dies, he gives Marinda a 
mysterious gift: a blank 
book that she must 

fill with other people’s stories—and 
ultimately her own.

SNOW WHITE
PB        $18.99
New York City. The Roaring 
Twenties. Enter a cast 
of familiar characters 
including a young girl, 
Samantha White, 
returning after being sent 

away by her cruel stepmother.

THE BEATLES YELLOW 
SUBMARINE
HB        $39.99
Celebrating the 50th 
anniversary of the 
Beatles’ Yellow Submarine 
comes this graphic novel 
adaptation. The Beatles 

are recruited by the Captain of the Yellow 
Submarine to help him free Sgt. Pepper’s 
Lonely Hearts Club Band.

TRUTH JUSTICE 
AND THE AMERICAN 
DREAM
HB        $49.99
The book details the trials 
and tribulations that 
befell Superman creators 
Joe Shuster and Jerry 

Siegel, as they sought to reclaim what 
they felt was rightfully theirs.

THE ADVENTURE 
ZONE HERE THERE BE 
GERBLINS 
PB        $29.99
Welcome to the Adventure 
Zone! SEE! The illustrated 
exploits of three lovable 
dummies set loose in a 

classic fantasy adventure! READ! Their 
journey from small-time bodyguards to 
world-class artifact hunters!

Comic Strips
GARFIELD EATS 
AND RUNS
Jim Davis
PB        $24.99
Garfield returns, (weighing 
more than ever!) for 

his 65th book:  a brand-new, full-color 
compilation strip book and another must-
have for Garfield fans. 

BETTY & VERONICA 
SPECTACULAR VOL. 1
PB        $16.99
Betty & Veronica take on 
the world in the first of a 
chronological collection 
featuring the magazine-
format series spotlighting 

Riverdale’s iconic duo. ! See how B&V 
tackle the world of fashion, prep for the 
red carpets of Hollywood and still have 
time to finish their homework!

nEw  releASe  cOMIcS
Marvel Comics

AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
FAMILY BUSINESS*
PB        $41.99
Someone has Spider-Man 
in their crosshairs, and 
the only person in the 
Marvel Universe who can 
save him is...Peter Parker’s 

sister?! As the web-slinger meets family 
he never knew, will she end up becoming his 
greatest ally, or the one who damns him?

THANOS WINS*
PB        $41.99
Ask the most powerful 
beings in the Marvel 
Universe how they fear 
the universe will end, and 
in their most honest 
moment, they will answer 

with two words: “Thanos wins.” And now, it 
looks like its about to become a reality!

WOLVERINE SAVAGE 
ORIGINS
PB        $36.99
Destined to pursue 
a dream of peaceful 
coexistence between man 
and mutant: Witness the 
birth of the Wolverine as 

Logan makes his journey from animalistic 
wildling to beloved X-Man. 

STAR WARS ROGUE 
ONE ADAPTATION*
PB        $49.99
 There’s hope for the 
Rebel cause when Jyn 
Erso and Cassian Andor 
lead a crew of new heroes 
on a desperate mission 

to steal the plans to the large planet-
destroying threat!
 

CAPTAIN AMERICA 
BLACK PANTHER 
FLAGS OF OUR 
FATHER
PB        $26.99
For the first time ever, 
see the full story of the 
first meeting of Captain 

America and the Black Panther! 

DOCTOR STRANGE #1*
PB        $32.99
Evil is everywhere and the 
world needs the Sorcerer 
Supreme more than ever. 
But the Sorcerer Supreme 
is now...Loki?! Say hello to 
the Master of the Mischief 

Arts! Is this the chance that Loki needed 
to become a hero at last?

THE UNBEATABLE 
SQUIRREL GIRL VOL.8 
PB        $36.99
When Nancy and Tippy find 
themselves on an alien 
world where all is not what 
it seems, Squirrel Girl 
must find a way to get 

to the other side of the universe to save 
them. And fast! Intergalactic transport 
through the cosmic realm? This sounds 
like a job for the Sorcerer Supreme! 

DC Comics
HARLEY QUINN #6 
ANGRY BIRD*
PB        $29.99
We know Harley’s crossed 
paths with some ridiculous 
guest stars...but this is the 
looniest one yet! And in the 
“Secret Origins” backup, see 

where Harley’s most steadfast companion 
and tenant, Big Tony, comes from.

DC SUPER HERO GIRLS 
OUT OF THE BOTTLE
PB        $16.99
For an assignment in art 
class, the girls are working on 
their very own comic books. 
Harley isn’t satisfied with her 
creation and thinks a little of 

Ms. Moone’s special paint will really help her 
drawings come to life! The problem? Harley’s 
drawings literally come to life! 

SUPERMAN VOL. 6 
IMPERIUS LEX (REBIRTH)
PB        $29.99
It’s a game of thrones on 
Apokolips as the lords of the 
dreaded world battle each 
other to claim its rule. Lex 
Luthor is summoned back to 

the warring planet, and he will need Superman 
to help him reclaim a crown he did not ask for. 

INJUSTICE 2 VOL. 2
PB        $29.99
Batman has triumphed over 
the tyranical Superman! 
But now he must piece the 
world back together. In his 
quest to put the world back 
together, Batman recruits 

Ted Kord to join his new Justice League 
Council. Meanwhile, Harley finally meets the 
person pulling the Suicide Squad’s strings 
and uncovers their deadly plans 

INJUSTICE 2 VOL. 3
HB        $44.99
As the world reacts to the 
devastating assault on 
Washington, D.C., Batman 
and his team recover from 
the disastrous attack on 
Ra’s al Ghul’s base. Bruce 

Wayne comes under the scrutiny of an angry 
U.S. government and Jefferson Pierce (Black 
Lightning) assumes an important new role.

HELLBOY THE COMPLETE 
SHORT STORIES #2*
PB        $44.99
This 368-page volume covers 
Hellboy’s adventures from 
1961 to 1993. It includes 
stories from the Hellboy 
collections The Troll Witch, 

The Chained Coffin, The Bride of Hell, The Right 
Hand of Doom, and The Crooked Man.

HELLBOY OMNIBUS 
VOLUME 3 THE WILD 
HUNT
PB        $44.99
Terrible powers determined 
to kill Hellboy force him strike 
a deal with the Russian 
witch, the Baba Yaga, and 

to confront the truth about his destiny. The 
human race hangs in the balance in a story 
that wipes England off the map and sets in 
motion the end of the world ...

DARK NIGHTS METAL 
DARK KNIGHTS 
RISING
HB        $49.99
Seven nightmarish 
versions of Batman from 
seven dying alternate 
realities have been 

recruited by the dark god Barbatos to 
terrorize the World’s Greatest Heroes in 
our universe.

Other
THE FLASH CLIMATE 
CHANGELING
PB        $14.99
Now an inmate in the Iron 
Heights prison, Mark 
Mardon—the Weather 
Wizard—is haunted by the 
ghost of his dead brother. 

Escaping Iron Heights Mark is pressed 
by the spectre to become stronger until 
he wields enough power to destroy the 
entire city. 

STAR WARS 
THE LAST JEDI #2
HB        $29.99
A deluxe collector’s 
edition offering a behind-
the-scenes guide to the 
latest Star Wars film. 
Featuring scene-by-

scene trivia and information along with 
interviews with the cast and crew.

ASSASSIN’S CREED 
UPRISING #3
PB        $24.99
With a new world order 
on the horizon, Charlotte 
and her cell are faced with 
the biggest threat the 
Brotherhood has ever 

encountered as they race to halt the 
impending resurrection of the Isu deity 
Juno, her fanatical acolytes, and their 
plans for global domination.

DOCTOR WHO 10TH 
DOCTOR COVER 
COLLECTION
HB        $39.99
With unseen sketches, 
commentary, process 
pieces and more, this is 
the ultimate gift-book for 

Doctor Who comic fans.

Graphic Novels
THE LEGEND OF 
KORRA TURF WARS 
PART 3*
PB        $19.99
When Asami is kidnapped, 
Korra sets out to the 
Spirit Wilds to find her. 
But the landscape is more 

dangerous than ever before. 

JUGHEAD THE 
HUNGER #1
PB        $32.99
Jughead Jones has 
always had an insatiable 
appetite... but what if 
his hunger came from 
a sinister place? When 

a murderous menace is on the prowl, 
Jughead and his family’s dark legacy in 
Riverdale comes to light. 
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SCI-FI

MARVEL KIDS

k IdS!    GAMING!   more!   
ARCHIE’S BIG BOOK 
VOL. 4*
PB        $29.99
Take a magical trip down 
Storybook Lane with this 
collection of the best 
fairy tale stories ever told 
in Riverdale! From glass 

slippers to giant beanstalks this classic 
collection includes hours of entertainment!

SUPER LATE BLOOMER
Julia Kaye
PB        $22.99
Instead of a traditional 
written diary, Julia Kaye has 

always turned to art as a means of self-
reflection. So when she began her gender 
transition in 2016, she decided to use her 
popular webcomic

Pop Culture
STAR WARS ORIGAMI
PB        $39.99
The ancient craft of origami 
meets the intergalactic 
world of Star Wars! 
Combining precision and fun 
the elaborate folds allow you 

to make 60 starship and character paper 
models. Included are 100 origami colour-
printed sheets.

FROM “SUNBEAMS” TO 
SUNSET AUSTRALIAN 
COMIC BOOKS
Graeme Cliffe
HB        $49.99
This book is the culmination 
of  twenty years of research 
and comprehensively details 

the history of the Australian comics medium 
like never before. This volume will be the one 
that Australian comic historians of the 
future - and those of today - will turn to.

MINECRAFT MASTER 
BUILDER WORLD TOUR
Joey Green Jonathan & 
Davey
PB        $15.99
A step-by-step guide to 
creating your own amazing 
Minecraft masterpieces. Full 

of fascinating Minecraft facts, figures and 
trivia, this is a step-by-step player’s manual 
to help children aged 9+, build incredible 
masterpieces from around the world.

THE ART OF MAGIC 
THE GATHERING - 
DOMINARIA
James Wyatt
HB        $57.99
Dominaria has weathered 
one apocalypse after 
another and emerged into a 

time of rebirth and renewal. In these pages, 
lavishly illustrated with the award-winning 
art of Magic: The Gathering®, you can step 
into the world where it all began.

GUIDE TO 
WRITING COMICS
Andy Schmidt
PB        $39.99
While it is true that there 
is no set way to write a 
comic it is equally true that 
someone learning to write 

comics needs structure. That’s where this 
book can help

HOMESTUCK
Andrew Hussie
HB        $36.99
A silly girl naps by her 
flowers. It is quite likely that 

she is about to - or already has, or will forget 
and then remember to - engage in a variety 
of silly antics involving pumpkins, rifles, 
narcolepsy, precognitive prognostication, 
dream selves, haunting bass solos, and an 
ageless, near-omnipotent pet dog.

STAR TREK LOST 
SCENES
David Tilotta
HB        $59.99
This book is packed with 
hundreds of never-before-

seen colour photos of the world’s ultimate 
sci-fi series. Professionally restored images 
are used to chronicle the making of the 
series, reassemble deleted scenes, and 
showcase bloopers from the first pilot 
through the last episode.

STAR TREK THE 
OFFICIAL POSTER 
COLLECTION
PB        $29.99
In 1966, Star Trek dared to 
boldly go where no man had 
gone before, launching one of 
the one of the most beloved 

and longest-running sci-fi franchises of all 
time. This official poster collection includes 
32 removable posters featuring imagery 
from the iconic series and movies.

THE SERENITY 
HANDBOOK: FIREFLY
Marc Sumerak
HB        $45
Featuring in-depth techical 
blueprints, personal 
mementos, and quippy 
commentary from Mal, 

Kaylee, and the rest of the crew, The 
Serenity Handbook dives deep into the heart 
of the beloved Firefly and celebrates the 
series’ legacy. 

HARRY POTTER WANTED 
POSTERS JOURNAL
Notebooks        $19.99
Show your love for the 
magical world of Harry Potter 
with this collectible set of 
three pocket notebooks, 
each with a unique design 

based on a famous character’s Wanted 
Poster from the films. Choose your favourite 
design or collect them all!

ART OF COLORING
POSTER ART OF THE 
DISNEY PARKS
PB        $26.99
This collection of postcards 
features original vintage 
illustrations from Disney 
parks around the world. 

Color in the cards and bring to life gorgeous 
attraction posters featuring the Haunted 
Mansion, Pirates of the Caribbean and more.

DO YOU LOOK LIKE 
YOUR DOG?
Gethings Gerrard
Cards        $24.99

Pair up the dogs with their owners in this 
hilarious card game. Fifty cards depict fun 
photographs of the dogs and owners

CLOCKWORK LIVES
HB        $45
Marinda is a woman 
with a quiet, perfect life. 
When Marinda’s father 
dies, he gives Marinda a 
mysterious gift: a blank 
book that she must 

fill with other people’s stories—and 
ultimately her own.

SNOW WHITE
PB        $18.99
New York City. The Roaring 
Twenties. Enter a cast 
of familiar characters 
including a young girl, 
Samantha White, 
returning after being sent 

away by her cruel stepmother.

THE BEATLES YELLOW 
SUBMARINE
HB        $39.99
Celebrating the 50th 
anniversary of the 
Beatles’ Yellow Submarine 
comes this graphic novel 
adaptation. The Beatles 

are recruited by the Captain of the Yellow 
Submarine to help him free Sgt. Pepper’s 
Lonely Hearts Club Band.

TRUTH JUSTICE 
AND THE AMERICAN 
DREAM
HB        $49.99
The book details the trials 
and tribulations that 
befell Superman creators 
Joe Shuster and Jerry 

Siegel, as they sought to reclaim what 
they felt was rightfully theirs.

THE ADVENTURE 
ZONE HERE THERE BE 
GERBLINS 
PB        $29.99
Welcome to the Adventure 
Zone! SEE! The illustrated 
exploits of three lovable 
dummies set loose in a 

classic fantasy adventure! READ! Their 
journey from small-time bodyguards to 
world-class artifact hunters!

Comic Strips
GARFIELD EATS 
AND RUNS
Jim Davis
PB        $24.99
Garfield returns, (weighing 
more than ever!) for 

his 65th book:  a brand-new, full-color 
compilation strip book and another must-
have for Garfield fans. 

BETTY & VERONICA 
SPECTACULAR VOL. 1
PB        $16.99
Betty & Veronica take on 
the world in the first of a 
chronological collection 
featuring the magazine-
format series spotlighting 

Riverdale’s iconic duo. ! See how B&V 
tackle the world of fashion, prep for the 
red carpets of Hollywood and still have 
time to finish their homework!

nEw  releASe  cOMIcS
Marvel Comics

AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
FAMILY BUSINESS*
PB        $41.99
Someone has Spider-Man 
in their crosshairs, and 
the only person in the 
Marvel Universe who can 
save him is...Peter Parker’s 

sister?! As the web-slinger meets family 
he never knew, will she end up becoming his 
greatest ally, or the one who damns him?

THANOS WINS*
PB        $41.99
Ask the most powerful 
beings in the Marvel 
Universe how they fear 
the universe will end, and 
in their most honest 
moment, they will answer 

with two words: “Thanos wins.” And now, it 
looks like its about to become a reality!

WOLVERINE SAVAGE 
ORIGINS
PB        $36.99
Destined to pursue 
a dream of peaceful 
coexistence between man 
and mutant: Witness the 
birth of the Wolverine as 

Logan makes his journey from animalistic 
wildling to beloved X-Man. 

STAR WARS ROGUE 
ONE ADAPTATION*
PB        $49.99
 There’s hope for the 
Rebel cause when Jyn 
Erso and Cassian Andor 
lead a crew of new heroes 
on a desperate mission 

to steal the plans to the large planet-
destroying threat!
 

CAPTAIN AMERICA 
BLACK PANTHER 
FLAGS OF OUR 
FATHER
PB        $26.99
For the first time ever, 
see the full story of the 
first meeting of Captain 

America and the Black Panther! 

DOCTOR STRANGE #1*
PB        $32.99
Evil is everywhere and the 
world needs the Sorcerer 
Supreme more than ever. 
But the Sorcerer Supreme 
is now...Loki?! Say hello to 
the Master of the Mischief 

Arts! Is this the chance that Loki needed 
to become a hero at last?

THE UNBEATABLE 
SQUIRREL GIRL VOL.8 
PB        $36.99
When Nancy and Tippy find 
themselves on an alien 
world where all is not what 
it seems, Squirrel Girl 
must find a way to get 

to the other side of the universe to save 
them. And fast! Intergalactic transport 
through the cosmic realm? This sounds 
like a job for the Sorcerer Supreme! 

DC Comics
HARLEY QUINN #6 
ANGRY BIRD*
PB        $29.99
We know Harley’s crossed 
paths with some ridiculous 
guest stars...but this is the 
looniest one yet! And in the 
“Secret Origins” backup, see 

where Harley’s most steadfast companion 
and tenant, Big Tony, comes from.

DC SUPER HERO GIRLS 
OUT OF THE BOTTLE
PB        $16.99
For an assignment in art 
class, the girls are working on 
their very own comic books. 
Harley isn’t satisfied with her 
creation and thinks a little of 

Ms. Moone’s special paint will really help her 
drawings come to life! The problem? Harley’s 
drawings literally come to life! 

SUPERMAN VOL. 6 
IMPERIUS LEX (REBIRTH)
PB        $29.99
It’s a game of thrones on 
Apokolips as the lords of the 
dreaded world battle each 
other to claim its rule. Lex 
Luthor is summoned back to 

the warring planet, and he will need Superman 
to help him reclaim a crown he did not ask for. 

INJUSTICE 2 VOL. 2
PB        $29.99
Batman has triumphed over 
the tyranical Superman! 
But now he must piece the 
world back together. In his 
quest to put the world back 
together, Batman recruits 

Ted Kord to join his new Justice League 
Council. Meanwhile, Harley finally meets the 
person pulling the Suicide Squad’s strings 
and uncovers their deadly plans 

INJUSTICE 2 VOL. 3
HB        $44.99
As the world reacts to the 
devastating assault on 
Washington, D.C., Batman 
and his team recover from 
the disastrous attack on 
Ra’s al Ghul’s base. Bruce 

Wayne comes under the scrutiny of an angry 
U.S. government and Jefferson Pierce (Black 
Lightning) assumes an important new role.

HELLBOY THE COMPLETE 
SHORT STORIES #2*
PB        $44.99
This 368-page volume covers 
Hellboy’s adventures from 
1961 to 1993. It includes 
stories from the Hellboy 
collections The Troll Witch, 

The Chained Coffin, The Bride of Hell, The Right 
Hand of Doom, and The Crooked Man.

HELLBOY OMNIBUS 
VOLUME 3 THE WILD 
HUNT
PB        $44.99
Terrible powers determined 
to kill Hellboy force him strike 
a deal with the Russian 
witch, the Baba Yaga, and 

to confront the truth about his destiny. The 
human race hangs in the balance in a story 
that wipes England off the map and sets in 
motion the end of the world ...

DARK NIGHTS METAL 
DARK KNIGHTS 
RISING
HB        $49.99
Seven nightmarish 
versions of Batman from 
seven dying alternate 
realities have been 

recruited by the dark god Barbatos to 
terrorize the World’s Greatest Heroes in 
our universe.

Other
THE FLASH CLIMATE 
CHANGELING
PB        $14.99
Now an inmate in the Iron 
Heights prison, Mark 
Mardon—the Weather 
Wizard—is haunted by the 
ghost of his dead brother. 

Escaping Iron Heights Mark is pressed 
by the spectre to become stronger until 
he wields enough power to destroy the 
entire city. 

STAR WARS 
THE LAST JEDI #2
HB        $29.99
A deluxe collector’s 
edition offering a behind-
the-scenes guide to the 
latest Star Wars film. 
Featuring scene-by-

scene trivia and information along with 
interviews with the cast and crew.

ASSASSIN’S CREED 
UPRISING #3
PB        $24.99
With a new world order 
on the horizon, Charlotte 
and her cell are faced with 
the biggest threat the 
Brotherhood has ever 

encountered as they race to halt the 
impending resurrection of the Isu deity 
Juno, her fanatical acolytes, and their 
plans for global domination.

DOCTOR WHO 10TH 
DOCTOR COVER 
COLLECTION
HB        $39.99
With unseen sketches, 
commentary, process 
pieces and more, this is 
the ultimate gift-book for 

Doctor Who comic fans.

Graphic Novels
THE LEGEND OF 
KORRA TURF WARS 
PART 3*
PB        $19.99
When Asami is kidnapped, 
Korra sets out to the 
Spirit Wilds to find her. 
But the landscape is more 

dangerous than ever before. 

JUGHEAD THE 
HUNGER #1
PB        $32.99
Jughead Jones has 
always had an insatiable 
appetite... but what if 
his hunger came from 
a sinister place? When 

a murderous menace is on the prowl, 
Jughead and his family’s dark legacy in 
Riverdale comes to light. 



k IdS!    GAMING!   more!   
ARCHIE’S BIG BOOK 
VOL. 4*
PB        $29.99
Take a magical trip down 
Storybook Lane with this 
collection of the best 
fairy tale stories ever told 
in Riverdale! From glass 

slippers to giant beanstalks this classic 
collection includes hours of entertainment!

SUPER LATE BLOOMER
Julia Kaye
PB        $22.99
Instead of a traditional 
written diary, Julia Kaye has 

always turned to art as a means of self-
reflection. So when she began her gender 
transition in 2016, she decided to use her 
popular webcomic

Pop Culture
STAR WARS ORIGAMI
PB        $39.99
The ancient craft of origami 
meets the intergalactic 
world of Star Wars! 
Combining precision and fun 
the elaborate folds allow you 

to make 60 starship and character paper 
models. Included are 100 origami colour-
printed sheets.

FROM “SUNBEAMS” TO 
SUNSET AUSTRALIAN 
COMIC BOOKS
Graeme Cliffe
HB        $49.99
This book is the culmination 
of  twenty years of research 
and comprehensively details 

the history of the Australian comics medium 
like never before. This volume will be the one 
that Australian comic historians of the 
future - and those of today - will turn to.

MINECRAFT MASTER 
BUILDER WORLD TOUR
Joey Green Jonathan & 
Davey
PB        $15.99
A step-by-step guide to 
creating your own amazing 
Minecraft masterpieces. Full 

of fascinating Minecraft facts, figures and 
trivia, this is a step-by-step player’s manual 
to help children aged 9+, build incredible 
masterpieces from around the world.

THE ART OF MAGIC 
THE GATHERING - 
DOMINARIA
James Wyatt
HB        $57.99
Dominaria has weathered 
one apocalypse after 
another and emerged into a 

time of rebirth and renewal. In these pages, 
lavishly illustrated with the award-winning 
art of Magic: The Gathering®, you can step 
into the world where it all began.

GUIDE TO 
WRITING COMICS
Andy Schmidt
PB        $39.99
While it is true that there 
is no set way to write a 
comic it is equally true that 
someone learning to write 

comics needs structure. That’s where this 
book can help

HOMESTUCK
Andrew Hussie
HB        $36.99
A silly girl naps by her 
flowers. It is quite likely that 

she is about to - or already has, or will forget 
and then remember to - engage in a variety 
of silly antics involving pumpkins, rifles, 
narcolepsy, precognitive prognostication, 
dream selves, haunting bass solos, and an 
ageless, near-omnipotent pet dog.

STAR TREK LOST 
SCENES
David Tilotta
HB        $59.99
This book is packed with 
hundreds of never-before-

seen colour photos of the world’s ultimate 
sci-fi series. Professionally restored images 
are used to chronicle the making of the 
series, reassemble deleted scenes, and 
showcase bloopers from the first pilot 
through the last episode.

STAR TREK THE 
OFFICIAL POSTER 
COLLECTION
PB        $29.99
In 1966, Star Trek dared to 
boldly go where no man had 
gone before, launching one of 
the one of the most beloved 

and longest-running sci-fi franchises of all 
time. This official poster collection includes 
32 removable posters featuring imagery 
from the iconic series and movies.

THE SERENITY 
HANDBOOK: FIREFLY
Marc Sumerak
HB        $45
Featuring in-depth techical 
blueprints, personal 
mementos, and quippy 
commentary from Mal, 

Kaylee, and the rest of the crew, The 
Serenity Handbook dives deep into the heart 
of the beloved Firefly and celebrates the 
series’ legacy. 

HARRY POTTER WANTED 
POSTERS JOURNAL
Notebooks        $19.99
Show your love for the 
magical world of Harry Potter 
with this collectible set of 
three pocket notebooks, 
each with a unique design 

based on a famous character’s Wanted 
Poster from the films. Choose your favourite 
design or collect them all!

ART OF COLORING
POSTER ART OF THE 
DISNEY PARKS
PB        $26.99
This collection of postcards 
features original vintage 
illustrations from Disney 
parks around the world. 

Color in the cards and bring to life gorgeous 
attraction posters featuring the Haunted 
Mansion, Pirates of the Caribbean and more.

DO YOU LOOK LIKE 
YOUR DOG?
Gethings Gerrard
Cards        $24.99

Pair up the dogs with their owners in this 
hilarious card game. Fifty cards depict fun 
photographs of the dogs and owners

CLOCKWORK LIVES
HB        $45
Marinda is a woman 
with a quiet, perfect life. 
When Marinda’s father 
dies, he gives Marinda a 
mysterious gift: a blank 
book that she must 

fill with other people’s stories—and 
ultimately her own.

SNOW WHITE
PB        $18.99
New York City. The Roaring 
Twenties. Enter a cast 
of familiar characters 
including a young girl, 
Samantha White, 
returning after being sent 

away by her cruel stepmother.

THE BEATLES YELLOW 
SUBMARINE
HB        $39.99
Celebrating the 50th 
anniversary of the 
Beatles’ Yellow Submarine 
comes this graphic novel 
adaptation. The Beatles 

are recruited by the Captain of the Yellow 
Submarine to help him free Sgt. Pepper’s 
Lonely Hearts Club Band.

TRUTH JUSTICE 
AND THE AMERICAN 
DREAM
HB        $49.99
The book details the trials 
and tribulations that 
befell Superman creators 
Joe Shuster and Jerry 

Siegel, as they sought to reclaim what 
they felt was rightfully theirs.

THE ADVENTURE 
ZONE HERE THERE BE 
GERBLINS 
PB        $29.99
Welcome to the Adventure 
Zone! SEE! The illustrated 
exploits of three lovable 
dummies set loose in a 

classic fantasy adventure! READ! Their 
journey from small-time bodyguards to 
world-class artifact hunters!

Comic Strips
GARFIELD EATS 
AND RUNS
Jim Davis
PB        $24.99
Garfield returns, (weighing 
more than ever!) for 

his 65th book:  a brand-new, full-color 
compilation strip book and another must-
have for Garfield fans. 

BETTY & VERONICA 
SPECTACULAR VOL. 1
PB        $16.99
Betty & Veronica take on 
the world in the first of a 
chronological collection 
featuring the magazine-
format series spotlighting 

Riverdale’s iconic duo. ! See how B&V 
tackle the world of fashion, prep for the 
red carpets of Hollywood and still have 
time to finish their homework!

nEw  releASe  cOMIcS
Marvel Comics

AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
FAMILY BUSINESS*
PB        $41.99
Someone has Spider-Man 
in their crosshairs, and 
the only person in the 
Marvel Universe who can 
save him is...Peter Parker’s 

sister?! As the web-slinger meets family 
he never knew, will she end up becoming his 
greatest ally, or the one who damns him?

THANOS WINS*
PB        $41.99
Ask the most powerful 
beings in the Marvel 
Universe how they fear 
the universe will end, and 
in their most honest 
moment, they will answer 

with two words: “Thanos wins.” And now, it 
looks like its about to become a reality!

WOLVERINE SAVAGE 
ORIGINS
PB        $36.99
Destined to pursue 
a dream of peaceful 
coexistence between man 
and mutant: Witness the 
birth of the Wolverine as 

Logan makes his journey from animalistic 
wildling to beloved X-Man. 

STAR WARS ROGUE 
ONE ADAPTATION*
PB        $49.99
 There’s hope for the 
Rebel cause when Jyn 
Erso and Cassian Andor 
lead a crew of new heroes 
on a desperate mission 

to steal the plans to the large planet-
destroying threat!
 

CAPTAIN AMERICA 
BLACK PANTHER 
FLAGS OF OUR 
FATHER
PB        $26.99
For the first time ever, 
see the full story of the 
first meeting of Captain 

America and the Black Panther! 

DOCTOR STRANGE #1*
PB        $32.99
Evil is everywhere and the 
world needs the Sorcerer 
Supreme more than ever. 
But the Sorcerer Supreme 
is now...Loki?! Say hello to 
the Master of the Mischief 

Arts! Is this the chance that Loki needed 
to become a hero at last?

THE UNBEATABLE 
SQUIRREL GIRL VOL.8 
PB        $36.99
When Nancy and Tippy find 
themselves on an alien 
world where all is not what 
it seems, Squirrel Girl 
must find a way to get 

to the other side of the universe to save 
them. And fast! Intergalactic transport 
through the cosmic realm? This sounds 
like a job for the Sorcerer Supreme! 

DC Comics
HARLEY QUINN #6 
ANGRY BIRD*
PB        $29.99
We know Harley’s crossed 
paths with some ridiculous 
guest stars...but this is the 
looniest one yet! And in the 
“Secret Origins” backup, see 

where Harley’s most steadfast companion 
and tenant, Big Tony, comes from.

DC SUPER HERO GIRLS 
OUT OF THE BOTTLE
PB        $16.99
For an assignment in art 
class, the girls are working on 
their very own comic books. 
Harley isn’t satisfied with her 
creation and thinks a little of 

Ms. Moone’s special paint will really help her 
drawings come to life! The problem? Harley’s 
drawings literally come to life! 

SUPERMAN VOL. 6 
IMPERIUS LEX (REBIRTH)
PB        $29.99
It’s a game of thrones on 
Apokolips as the lords of the 
dreaded world battle each 
other to claim its rule. Lex 
Luthor is summoned back to 

the warring planet, and he will need Superman 
to help him reclaim a crown he did not ask for. 

INJUSTICE 2 VOL. 2
PB        $29.99
Batman has triumphed over 
the tyranical Superman! 
But now he must piece the 
world back together. In his 
quest to put the world back 
together, Batman recruits 

Ted Kord to join his new Justice League 
Council. Meanwhile, Harley finally meets the 
person pulling the Suicide Squad’s strings 
and uncovers their deadly plans 

INJUSTICE 2 VOL. 3
HB        $44.99
As the world reacts to the 
devastating assault on 
Washington, D.C., Batman 
and his team recover from 
the disastrous attack on 
Ra’s al Ghul’s base. Bruce 

Wayne comes under the scrutiny of an angry 
U.S. government and Jefferson Pierce (Black 
Lightning) assumes an important new role.

HELLBOY THE COMPLETE 
SHORT STORIES #2*
PB        $44.99
This 368-page volume covers 
Hellboy’s adventures from 
1961 to 1993. It includes 
stories from the Hellboy 
collections The Troll Witch, 

The Chained Coffin, The Bride of Hell, The Right 
Hand of Doom, and The Crooked Man.

HELLBOY OMNIBUS 
VOLUME 3 THE WILD 
HUNT
PB        $44.99
Terrible powers determined 
to kill Hellboy force him strike 
a deal with the Russian 
witch, the Baba Yaga, and 

to confront the truth about his destiny. The 
human race hangs in the balance in a story 
that wipes England off the map and sets in 
motion the end of the world ...

DARK NIGHTS METAL 
DARK KNIGHTS 
RISING
HB        $49.99
Seven nightmarish 
versions of Batman from 
seven dying alternate 
realities have been 

recruited by the dark god Barbatos to 
terrorize the World’s Greatest Heroes in 
our universe.

Other
THE FLASH CLIMATE 
CHANGELING
PB        $14.99
Now an inmate in the Iron 
Heights prison, Mark 
Mardon—the Weather 
Wizard—is haunted by the 
ghost of his dead brother. 

Escaping Iron Heights Mark is pressed 
by the spectre to become stronger until 
he wields enough power to destroy the 
entire city. 

STAR WARS 
THE LAST JEDI #2
HB        $29.99
A deluxe collector’s 
edition offering a behind-
the-scenes guide to the 
latest Star Wars film. 
Featuring scene-by-

scene trivia and information along with 
interviews with the cast and crew.

ASSASSIN’S CREED 
UPRISING #3
PB        $24.99
With a new world order 
on the horizon, Charlotte 
and her cell are faced with 
the biggest threat the 
Brotherhood has ever 

encountered as they race to halt the 
impending resurrection of the Isu deity 
Juno, her fanatical acolytes, and their 
plans for global domination.

DOCTOR WHO 10TH 
DOCTOR COVER 
COLLECTION
HB        $39.99
With unseen sketches, 
commentary, process 
pieces and more, this is 
the ultimate gift-book for 

Doctor Who comic fans.

Graphic Novels
THE LEGEND OF 
KORRA TURF WARS 
PART 3*
PB        $19.99
When Asami is kidnapped, 
Korra sets out to the 
Spirit Wilds to find her. 
But the landscape is more 

dangerous than ever before. 

JUGHEAD THE 
HUNGER #1
PB        $32.99
Jughead Jones has 
always had an insatiable 
appetite... but what if 
his hunger came from 
a sinister place? When 

a murderous menace is on the prowl, 
Jughead and his family’s dark legacy in 
Riverdale comes to light. 


